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The AdjustRite automated online estimating system from
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ADJUSTRITE ESTIMATING EXCLUSIVES

POWERFUL NEW FEATURES

Real-time Estimating Data

Web-Based Commercial Estimating System

Part Pricing Preferences

EMS Data Management

The AdjustRite online program puts the

For flexibility and convenience, you can tailor
your estimate by selecting either Facility Pricing
or Global Pricing on a claim-by-claim basis.

The AdjustRite system utilizes the industry
standard for importing and exporting EMS data.
This built-in compatibility streamlines data
management, eliminating the need for double entry
from the AdjustRite estimating system to another,
saving you time and improving accuracy.

“P oint and Click” Simplicity—
Anytime, Anywhere

Combining unique procedural logic and Internet
connectivity, the AdjustRite® system delivers the
	One reason AdjustRite estimating is so beneficial
latest industry information you need to make smart,
is because it’s so easy to use. With intuitive menus
spot-on estimates. Its sophisticated software
and checkboxes, the system’s automated features
analyzes a database of parts and actual fleet repair
dramatically reduce the time it takes to write a
data and delivers a detailed custom estimate. What’s professional estimate, thereby minimizing errors
more, it’s the only fleet estimating system that
while improving overall estimating efficiency. To stay
factors in the repair process in addition to associated connected in the field, the AdjustRite system is
parts and labor.
as mobile as you are since it works seamlessly with
Web-enabled tablets and mobile devices.
Information Management

Because the AdjustRite system was created
exclusively for the heavy-duty truck and equipment
market, it’s tailored to the way you work. Protecting
you from loss, the program keeps track of all
estimate information—including photographs—on
secure servers that are backed up daily. Additionally,
you can create custom worksheets for your staff,
such as work orders and parts lists, to ensure timely,
quality repairs. The AdjustRite system makes it easy
to create professionally formatted documentation to
enhance your professional image.

®

insight of real-time data to work for you,
giving you the ability to create estimates
quickly and accurately.

Facility Pricing:
Key features include:
•	Create

estimates and upload photos electronically.

•	Store

data on secure servers that are backed
up daily. Never lose estimates or images again!

•	Use

your company’s specific pricing

•	System

stores the last price and part number
that was entered for the specified part

•	Pricing

•	Log

and part numbers can be changed on
the estimate

•	Access

Global Pricing:

in using any Internet connected device to
create, access, or complete estimates.
model and parts updates in real-time.
No need for software or database updates!

•	Multiple

estimators or parts personnel can access
and update all company estimates.

•	Provides

a part specific average price entered by
the program’s user community

•	Pricing

can be changed on the estimate

•	System

Procedural Logic

For optimal results, AdjustRite logic considers
numerous replacement procedural operations,
including Overhaul, Overlap, Included Operations,
Additional Operations, and Additional Parts. This
increases estimate accuracy and consistency,
improves efficiency, and reduces errors and
omissions.
Truck Makes and Models Database

automatically updates the average price
based upon global user input
Photo Management

Keeping accurate photo documentation has never
been easier. Simply upload and store your photos
to our secure servers.
•	Images

are conveniently stored with estimate and
claim information

•	Damage

descriptions can be added to images

•	Over

100 of the most popular heavy- and mediumduty truck makes and models are available

Exporting EMS DATA
•	Transmits

data to shop management systems,
claims management software, and industry
portals that handle EMS data without the need for
expensive, custom development

•	Saves

development costs, time and maintenance

•	Promotes

electronic processing of information
with customers
Importing EMS data

•	AdjustRite

importing accepts estimate data from
many leading industry systems

•	Channels

data through one system for data
management, auditing, and reporting purposes
Multi-Platform Support—Coming Soon

AdjustRite estimating will adapt to the way you work.
Our advanced software will be enhanced to perform
seamlessly with most Internet browsers as well as
a variety of hardware platforms.
Software:

•	New

truck makes and models are added to the
database continuously

•	Compatible
•	Coming

with Internet Explorer®

soon—compatibility with Safari,® Google
Chrome,™ Mozilla Firefox,® and Opera® browsers

•	Generic

databases are available for dry vans,
reefers, flatbeds, dump bodies and school bus
chassis and bodies

•	Users

can also create their own custom databases,
including parts, labor and pricing
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Free Trial Offer
Now you can see firsthand how AdjustRite uses
real-time data and proprietary logic to create heavyduty truck estimates. For a trial offer, simply go to
www.adjustrite.com and click on the “AdjustRite”
icon in the lower left of the home page. After the
jump, click the “Try AdjustRite” link and then submit
a completed registration form. You will be emailed
login credentials within 24 business hours.

